APPS GARDEN REPORT (September 2013 to March 2014)
Introduction
Since arriving at the school on September 2nd, with the help of my colleague Bronwen Perry every week
20 hours goes into the edible garden at APPS.
Compost, plants and tools came with me from the Commons and
a very good garden shed arrived on the magic path. We have been
adapting on site planters for edibles, developing the garden in
beautiful Paradise, caretaking the Pop Up Park and more recently
managing the Block donation. All the while, we have been thinking
about the best ways to increase the range and productivity of the
garden as elegantly as possible. There have been donations from
the school community. Soil, small water tanks, compost bins, small
worm farms, organic material and equipment for the shed. Parents
provided transport for moving supplies.
The community has been interested in the garden and we are now
at a point when more volunteer hours and some funds would be
able to make a big impact. Image of Paradise in late February.

Inspirations
Last year, I spoke at assembly and we added snippets to the newsletter. Bronwen is usually working at
the school on Mondays which is garden club day. When I am there on other days, children often to speak
to me about the garden and offer to help.

They relish physical work. Digging, moving wheel barrows
and soil, making compost and watering.
A list of garden categories and 'need to knows' has been
passed to Pippa as a guide for becoming a knowledgeable
garden person.
The Port Melbourne lime tree story inspired banana skin
offerings for the pop up lime tree and many lime trees at
home were given banana skin therapy.
The definition of manure was a revelation to many of the
children and swept through the school like a mexican
wave. The latest hot topic is dead sunflowers and their
edible seeds.

The Ten Half Planters
There are six half planters in the flexible learning space, one by the entrance gate on Victoria Ave and
three in Paradise. All except two in Paradise have been renovated.
The 15cms of soil in the planters was removed. They were lined and at the bottom poor quality soil was
laid, followed by layers of soil mixed with compost, manure and straw.
Tall, with only a small surface area of soil, vine and plants with a tap root were selected for planting.
Scarlet runner beans, amaranth, tomatoes, choko and sunflowers are growing in six planters. The 7th
has a zucchini, broad beans have been planted in the eighth and the last two in Paradise are for these
grapevines, grown from the Commons vines.
As a companion and bee plant, the short lived borage has also done well in the planters and seeded.
The Four Crate Planters on Victoria Ave
We had a very windy spring last year and I discovered that this is indeed a windy, rainy spot. Two of the
four crates have been emptied, relined and then refilled with poorer quality soil mainly in the bottom
layers. Two remain to be done.
Some of the soil in the top crate was removed and compost from the Commons was added. A spectacular
sunflower grew from the compost as did borage and amaranth. There are also beans, calendula, beetroot
and squash growing. The soil has had seaweed applications but needs greater friability to be a good
growing medium for the edibles.
The neighbouring crate has remained untouched and needs a complete transformation before it can be
planted. Both are listed as possible working bee projects.

Cucumber, tomato and pepper seeds in the
compost have taken over one of the newly done
crates.

Collard greens, beetroot, parsley and turnips are
at seedling stage in the second. Image.

The four crates could be used as a working
example of the crop rotation system.

Paradise
Paradise is anticipating the arrival of a new two
storey classroom and the site will undergo a
massive transformation. It is the only place in the
school where open ground can be cultivated.
We began cultivating a half circle area around the
fruit trees extending to the wooden planter
boxes. They were already growing broad beans,
carrots, parsley, rocket, oregano, mint and dahlia.
The ground was compacted and is quite shallow
in places but a garden took shape. It’s small, child
size with a pathway so one can be inside the
garden.
With varying levels of success three other areas have been worked in Paradise - the top corner triangle,
the hall’s northerly facing wall and a little patch just around the corner from the hall exit doors for the
Mexican tomatillos seen in the above image.

Around the apple trees in the spring, there were
calendula flowers and strawberries. With summer,
portulaca and yarrow grew with nasturtium and
borage. Also, zucchini, beans, parsley, basil,
sunflowers, hyssop, sage, amaranth, tomato,
nigella and the cowpeas you see here.
We have been compost making in Paradise and it is
the primary site for this activity.

Some other Recommendations for Paradise
The close proximity to the kitchen and it’s sunny aspect make excellent reasons to develop the Paradise
garden fully over time into a truly unique productive garden. See Working Bees
Generally, the area would lend itself well to defining the earth beds with rendered sand bag borders
which are good for conserving water, afford protection to the beds and provide seating.
A birdbath would be another good addition for this garden.

Pop up Park
The Port Phillip Council purchased a second round of fruit trees after the initial trees were stolen. A pear,
peacherine, cherry, crab apple (seen here in flower) plus two dwarf citrus trees a lime and a meyer
lemon. They all transplanted well but the peacherine has struggled over the summer. We added a
donated strawberry guava to that planter box.

If the Pop Up Park becomes permanent, planting a fruiting hedge that
grows to the height of 4 metres will serve as a windbreak and provide
berries that can be eaten fresh, cooked or used for making fruit
leather. Researched.
For shade, a Japanese raisin tree (hovenia dulcis), an approx. 10
metre high ornamental with perfumed flowers and large quantities
of sweet, raisin like fruit.

Pop Up Park Issues and Strategies
1) Removing the wood chips. Mulching with pea straw. The peas
in the straw grew quite well and that led to a planting of scarlet
runner beans in the early summer. Both add nitrogen to the soil.
2) The planters filled to the brim and the sandy soil needing
organic material. Reducing the soil level to make room for the
compost in just one planter means moving a substantial amount
of soil and we are mindful that the soil has to have a place to go
to. This has meant soil level reduction has only been viable when
specific long term plants are being added to the park, like the
strawberry guava.
For the hyssop, (seen here) we only lowered the level of soil and
applied liquid seaweed /fish fertiliser on an ongoing basis. It is
growing slowly and there are a few worms. Bees like it and some
will be transplanted to serve as companions for the paradise
grapevines.

3) Very windy exposed area.
The hardy, nutritious greek amaranth (amaranthus viridis) has done well in other parts of the garden and
is likely to be able to handle the windy, extreme conditions. To be seeded.
4) Watering needs
The water reservoir in the base of the planter requires filling for the wicking effect to work and the top
few inches of the planters also needs hydrating. If there is no rain, deep watering is required at least
every five days, more frequently if the weather is hot. The process takes a few hours to complete.
Members from the school community have volunteered to help with watering in the future. This requires
keys on site to access the garden shed for weekend and out of school hours watering.

“The Block Project”
Currently, the Block planters are arranged around the east facing wall of the hall.
The racing car planter has been newly planted with chives, the boat with lettuce seeds.
The citrus trees, below, are doing well in their new position by the entrance to the hall.

Ideas for Working Bees
Developing a sheltered and well aspected garden around the side of the hall.

By moving the very leaky racing car planter to where it can drain directly
on to soil instead of onto the concrete.
Using this alcove on the east side of the hall for conventional planters
that can accommodate a row of edibles.
This spot gets the morning sun and will be quite sheltered if the planters
are positioned close to the wall.
The barrel planted with Australian natives needs help. The lining has
become loose, soil is escaping and watering exacerbates the problem.
In the background of this image.

Vines for this sunny wall if the bed is deepened and enriched.
Use the rendered sand bag technique for a garden border at this spot,
the hall’s north facing wall.
The bed could be linear or somewhat curved following in part the
concrete path that exists there now.
Move the metal table and seats further into the shade of the tree.

Upgrade the area where the side exit doors of the hall
open onto Paradise by dismantling the enclosure and
putting planters there to make the most of this sunny,
sheltered spot for growing edibles.
If the planters were against the water
tank and the opposing wall it would
improve the access to Paradise.
Upend some of the box seating that
currently exists on site for use as
planter boxes.

Developing the Moubray St perimeter
By renovating the small triangle of garden on the corner of
Moubray and Victoria Ave for planting a quince tree and
secondly giving consideration to the small paved courtyard on
Moubray St. It would be helpful in the longer term to plan for a
tap close by.
Finishing the crate planters on Victoria Ave
Help in removing the soil in the remaining two big crates on
Victoria Ave., letting them dry out if need be, then lining them
with plastic and refilling them with improved soil/organic material.

The Wish list
1) Not enough compost available.
Produce more compost with the support of the school community. Aerobins, a great compost making
bin but like any compost bin it requires organic material collection.
2) Water source not readily available.
One is needed near the pop-up park and another near the four crates on Victoria Ave. The small water
tanks that we have already are to be strategically placed and made operational.
3) More assistance/supervision required for the children.
More volunteers for gardening club held on Mondays at lunchtime. Would any teachers like to join
gardening club sometimes?
4) Planting: onion varieties.
Purchasing perennials of the onion family: garlic
chives, egyptian walking onions, potato onions
and shallots.
5) Planting: sweet leaf varieties.
Purchasing the perennial sweet herb stevia
rebaudiana (here in flower).
6) Cross-pollination for pear tree.
Our william bon chretien pear needs a buerre bosc
or winter cole pear tree for cross pollination
purposes.
7) Fruit for kitchen.
A quince tree for Moubray St.

Many plants in the garden came either from the Commons
or from my own seed collection. Some plants do not grow
easily from seed and it is better to buy them as young plants

8) Maintaining soil friability.
Garden pavers or bricks or stone for creating garden paths and stepping stones.

